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Directions (1-5): Each of the questions below consist of a question and two statements numbered I 
and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient 
to answer the question. Read both the statements and give answer 
(a) if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II alone 
are not sufficient to answer the question. 
(b) if the data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I alone 
are not sufficient to answer the question. 
(c) if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question. 
(d) if the data in both statement I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question. 
(e) if the data in both statement I and II together are necessary to answer the question. 
 
Q1. On which date Siddharth leaves for Jaunpur in January month? 
I. Siddharth takes leave for one week from his office in January month starting from 5th January. 
II. Siddharth mother correctly remembers that Siddharth leaves for Jaunpur after 5th but before 7th 
January.. 
 
Q2. Five persons A, B, C, D and E are sitting around a circular table with all of them facing towards 
the center. Who sits immediate left of B ? 
I. A sits third to right of B. C sits third to right of A. 
II. B sits immediate left of C who sits second to left of A. D does not sit adjacent to B. 
 
Q3. What is code of “called”? 
I. In certain language, “meeting had been called”is written as “sx vt bv mp”and “they called every time”is 
written as “bv ct fa jl”. 
II. “you called every hour”is written as “ca bv jl ma”. 
 
Q4. Point S is in which direction with respect to point Y? 
I. Point S is in north of Point X. Point X is in east of Point T. Point T is in north of point V which is west of 
Point Y. 
II. Point Y is west of Point X. Point X is in west of Point T which is north of V. Point V is east of Point S which 
is south of Point X.  
 
Q5. Five persons A, B, C, D and E are of different weight. Who is heaviest ? 
I. B is heavier than C and D but lighter than E who is not the heaviest. 
II. E is heavier than B and C but lighter than A. 
 
Directions (6-10): Each of the following questions below consists 
of a question and two statements numbered I and II given below 
it. You have to decide whether the data provided in the 
statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the 
statements and give answer. 
(a) if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the 
question, while the data in statement II alone are not sufficient in 
answer the question. 
(b) if the data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the 
question, while the data in statement I alone are not sufficient to 
answer the question. 
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(c) if the data in either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question. 

(d) if the data in both the statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(e) if the data in both the statements I and II are together necessary to answer the question. 

 

Q6. Who amongst A, B, C, D and E is the shortest? 

I. A is taller than B. E is not the tallest. 

II. C is taller than A. D is not the tallest. 

 

Q7. How is B related to E? 

I.M and Z are brothers of B and E is son of Z. 

II.D is mother of U who is son of B. 

 

Q8. In which month of the year did Rinku go Switzerland for a vacation? 

I. Rinku correctly remembers that she went for a vacation in the first half of the year. 

II. Rinku’s husband correctly remembers that they went for a vacation after 31st March but before 1st May. 

 

Q9. Is P is maternal aunt of M? 

I. A is son of P. A is brother of B. B is daughter of C. F is sister of C. M is daughter of F. 

II. D is father of M. F is mother of M. K is brother of F. K has two children J and R. P is married to K. 

 

Q10. Among V, W, X, Y and Z, seated in a straight line facing south, who sits at the middle? 

I. W sits second to right of V. Z is not immediate neighbor of Y. 

II. V sits third to left of Y. W sits on the immediate right of X. 

 

Directions (11-15): Each of the following questions below consists of a question and two statements 

numbered I and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data provided in the statements 

are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the statements and give answer. 

(a) if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II alone 

are not sufficient in answer the question. 

(b) if the data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the 

question, while the data in statement I alone are not sufficient to 

answer the question. 

(c) if the data in either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are 

sufficient to answer the question. 

(d) if the data in both the statements I and II together are not sufficient 

to answer the question. 

(e) if the data in both the statements I and II are together necessary to 

answer the question. 

 

Q11. What does ‘Za’ mean in the code language?  

I. ‘Pe Bo Za’ means ‘Look at me’ and ‘Bo Se Pe Ki’ means ‘don’t look at 

him’ in that code language. 

II. ‘Ka Ta Ne Za’ means ‘take me and go’ and ‘Li Wa Si Za’ means ‘either 

me or you’ in that code language. 
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Q12. How is Sarita related to Rajesh? 

I. Soni, the cousin of Rajesh, is the niece of Sarita. 

II. Swarna is sister of Sarita who is the wife of Om. Om is the father of Rajesh. 

 

Q13. What is Mohan’s rank in the class of 40? 

I. Samir, who is 9th from the top in the class is above Shobhit by 12 ranks who is below Mohan by 5 ranks. 

II. Nilesh, who is between Mohan and Sumit, is 15th from the bottom. 

 

Q14. Point Y is in which direction with respect to point X? 

I. Point A is east of point B and north of point X. Point Y is north-west of point A. 

II. Point X is east of point B and north of point A. Point Y is north of point A. 

 

Q15. Who among A, B, C, D and E type fastest? 

I. B type faster than E but he is not the fastest among them. 

II. C types faster than D and E. C does not type as fast as A and B.  

 

Directions (16-20): Study the following information carefully to answer the questions given 

below— 

 

P, Q, S, U, R and T are six friends who studied different languages viz. -Sanskrit, French, Sindhi, Punjabi, 

English and Hindi but not necessarily in the same order. Each of them likes a different foods viz. sindhi, 

marwari, chinese, punjabi, raw and south indian, but not in the same order. Each of them lives in different 

parts of the country viz. Delhi, Punjab, Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan and Himachal Pradesh but not 

necessarily in the same order. The one who likes Chinese food does not live in Delhi. U does not study hindi. 

R studies sindhi and likes sindhi food. The one who likes raw lives in Rajasthan. S likes chinese and does 

not study hindi. The one who studied hindi does not live in Delhi or Himachal. Whereas the one who studied 

sindhi does not live in Punjab. One who like punjabi food studies english. T studies punjabi and does not 

like south indian. T lives in Gujrat. One who likes raw studies french. P and Q do not like raw. P does not 

like south indian. P and S lives in either Delhi or Himachal.  

 

Q16. Which language did Q studied ? 

(a) Sanskrit  

(b) Punjabi 

(c) Hindi  

(d) English  

(e) None of these 

 

Q17. Which food categories does P likes? 

(a) Punjabi  

(b) Marwari 

(c) Sindhi  

(d) Cannot be determined  

(e) None of these 
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Q18. According to the given information which of the following combination of person and place is 

correct? 

(a) U-Haryana  

(b) Q-Delhi 

(c) S-Himachal  

(d) T-Rajasthan  

(e) None is correct 

 

Q19. Which of the following food category does T likes ? 

(a) Punjabi  

(b) Marwari 

(c) Sindhi  

(d) Cannot be determined  

(e) None of these 

 

Q20. Which language did U studied? 

(a) Sanskrit  

(b) Punjabi 

(c) Hindi  

(d) English  

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (21–25): Study the following information to answer the given questions: 

 

Twelve people are sitting in two parallel rows containing six people each, in such a way that there is an 

equal distance between adjacent persons. In row 1, P, Q, R, S, T and V are seated and all of them are facing 

South, and in row 2 A, B, C, D, E and F are sitting and all of them are facing North. Therefore, in the given 

seating arrangement each member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. 

A sits third to right of D. Neither A nor D sits at extreme ends. T faces D. V does not face A and V does not 

sit at any of the extreme ends. V is not an immediate neighbor of T. B sits at one of the extreme ends. Only 

two people sit between B and E. E does not face V. Two persons sit 

between R and Q. R is not a immediate neighbor of T. C does not face 

V. P is not an immediate neighbour of R. 

 

Q21. Who amongst the following sit at extreme ends of the rows? 

(a) B, E  

(b) S,T 

(c) P,R  

(d) B, F 

(e) None of these 
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Q22. Who amongst the following faces A? 

(a) R  

(b) T 

(c) P  

(d) Q 

(e) S 

 

Q23. How many persons are seated between T and S? 

(a) One  

(b) Two 

(c) Three  

(d) Four 

(e) None  

 

Q24. P is related to V in the same way as C is related to F. Which of the following is E related to , 

following the same pattern? 

(a) B  

(b) D 

(c) C  

(d) A  

(e) None of these 

 

Q25. Which of the following is true regarding F? 

(a) F sits second to right of C. 

(b) F is not an immediate neighbour of A. 

(c) F sits third to left of D 

(d) F sits at one of the extreme ends of the line. 

(e) F faces V. 
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